ROOM DIVIDER 360
FOLDING PORTABLE
PARTITION

Wall-Mounted Option
Available
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Available in Fabric, Polycarbonate,
SoundSorb & Laminate

Industry leading 360° rotating hinge option provides
full-range movement and no-pinch rounded seams

Increase stability and eliminate tripping hazards
with full-sized end panels

Locking casters on each end panel can be quickly
activated for stationary use

Lightweight aircraft aluminum frames are strong,
durable and safer than steel dividers
Versare Solutions, LLC
3236 California St. NE
Minneapolis, MN 55418

SoundSorb options provides enhanced sound dampening and acoustics control

www.versare.com
855-647-6909
800-310-4874

Custom printing available to advertise your event or
business

Heights
7’6”
6’10”
6’0”
5’0”
4’0”
8’6”

14’0”

19’6”

25’0”

36’0”*

Widths

* Wall-Mounted version

DIVIDE AND CONQUER!
Looking for a do-it-all divider to cover a variety of situations? The Room Divider 360° offers unparalleled arrangement
versatility thanks to our industry leading 360° rotating hinges which provide full-range, no-pinch movement for every
panel. This allows you to create a variety of setup options, such as C-shapes, L-shapes, or straight lines. Link multiple
units together with the attached Velcro connectors and you’ll only be limited by your imagination!
It’s no wonder the Room Divider 360° is our most popular choice for dividing space. Our lightweight, aircraft aluminum
frame construction provides greater portability and security than heavy, outdated steel dividers. Low-profile casters and
full-sized end panels provide greater stability, safety, and acoustical control than spring-loaded wheels and awkward
railings found elsewhere on the market.
We take pride in our engineering and are confident we offer the best build quality at the best price. The Room Divider
360° can be completely customized to perfectly fit your environment. Choose from over 20 colors in our pushpinaccepting fabric to add a touch of class to any location. Our polycarbonate panel options are cleanable and available in
9 colors and with varying translucencies. With our SoundSorb option get enhanced sound-dampening and acoustical
control in a recycled material that produces zero water waste in production and zero VOCs once it’s in your home.
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